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These photos show the interior of the last remaining Blockbuster store, in Bend, Oregon. — AFP photos

“The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air” is
getting turned upside-down
as a gritty drama set to be

executive produced by Will Smith,
Hollywood trade publications reported
Tuesday.  The idea for a dark modern-
day “reimagining” of the smash hit
1990s sitcom that launched Smith’s
acting career came from superfan
Morgan Cooper, who shot and posted
his own four-minute trailer last year.
Two versions of the trailer have been
viewed over seven million times and
won over Smith himself, who met
Cooper last year and praised his “bril-
liant” idea. “Morgan did a ridiculous
trailer for ‘Bel-Air’-a brilliant idea, the
dramatic version of ‘The Fresh Prince’
for the next generation,” Smith said on
his YouTube channel at the time.

According to the Hollywood
Reporter and Deadline, the project is
now in development with Smith’s
Westbrook Studios and Universal TV,
and being pitched to various streaming
platforms including Netflix. The project
would feature hour-long dramatic
episodes telling the story of how
Smith’s character became embroiled in
a fight with Philadelphia gang mem-
bers before being sent to live with
wealthy relatives in the affluent Los
Angeles suburb of Bel-Air. “I envision
the first season being the rest of his
junior year-there’s no worse time for a
kid to land in a new place, in the mid-
dle of the school year,” Cooper told
Smith last year.

Cooper’s trailer includes a young
Will’s first meeting with popular charac-

ters from the original series, including
Jazz-alias Jazzy Jeff-at a Los Angeles
record store. Cooper will co-write the
script, direct and be credited as a co-
executive producer, working alongside
several original members of the “Fresh
Prince” creative team and showrunner
Chris Collins (“The Wire”) according to
reports. Smith and Cooper’s representa-
tives did not immediately respond to
AFP request for comment. “The Fresh
Prince of Bel-Air” ran for six seasons
from 1990-1996, becoming a global hit.
It showcased the acting and comedic
talents of Smith, then a young rapper
who would go on to become one of
Hollywood’s biggest movie stars. — AFP

Is 2020 proving a bit too much? The
last Blockbuster store on the planet is
offering guests a chance to roll back

the clock to simpler times with a ‘90s
themed sleepover, it was announced
Tuesday. An Airbnb listing for the hold-
out video rental shop in the northwest-
ern US state of Oregon promises to
convert the store into a makeshift living
room “with a pull-out couch, bean bags
and pillows for you to cozy up with
‘new releases’ from the ‘90s.” For just
$4 a night, four spaces will be available
over three nights in September. “When
you call dibs on this stay, you’re book-
ing a night back in the 90s, but this
time you won’t have to beg your par-
ents to rent the latest horror flick-we’ll

give you the keys to the entire store!” it
promised.

The store in Bend, Oregon is the last
of a chain that boasted more than
9,000 worldwide outlets at its peak in
the early 2000s. Blockbuster suffered a
precipitous decline with the advent of
streaming platforms such as Netflix.
But residents of Bend have remained
loyal to its time-honored process of
browsing for physical DVDs and VHS
tapes before returning them through a
slot days later. It has also become a
popular tourist destination. In recent
years, an endless stream of nostalgic
fans have posed for selfies outside,
and popped in to buy kitsch confec-
tionary and view retro movie memora-

bilia including Russell Crowe’s jacket
from “Les Miserables.”

But with the pandemic stifl ing
tourism, “we’ve been missing the regu-
lar visits from friends, neighbors and
tourists from around the world,” the list-
ing said. The advert promises to sani-
tize the store before each set of guests
arrive, and provide face coverings, dis-
infectant wipes and hand sanitizer as
well as free snacks and video games.
“And remember, the store is all yours
for the night!” it says. “So let loose,
blast the boombox and wear your
favorite ‘90s denim so that you feel
right at home in another era.” — AFP Satellite dishes are popping up on

beaver dams across Canada-but
it’s not because North America’s

largest rodents are binging on television,
as some have gleefully speculated.
Rather, an investigation by the Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation (CBC)
revealed an enduring national prank that
has returned to lift spirits during the
COVID-19 pandemic. The broadcaster,
after looking into one new installation on
the outskirts of Thunder Bay, Ontario,
uncovered similar setups in northern
Manitoba, southern Saskatchewan and
coastal Newfoundland, as well as near
Montreal and several towns in Ontario.

The CBC reached out to Bell Canada,
the nation’s largest telecommunications
company, over the Thunder Bay dish,
and received the droll reply that Bell
“could not find this beaver lodge in our
customer database.” Finally, a break-
through came in the search: local resi-

dent Grant Carlson admitted to kayaking
across a pond in May and wearing chest
waders to screw the satellite dish onto
the beaver lodge. Glum over the COVID-
19 pandemic’s impact on his wedding
hosting business, he told the CBC he
had hoped to put a smile on others’
faces. It worked.

Brian Edwards, who drives past the
beaver dam daily on his way to work,
called it “wonderful.” “I’m just expecting
to see that beaver adjusting the dish one
morning,” he quipped to CBC.

Glynnis Hood, a beaver expert at the
University of Alberta, advised that
beavers use felled trees and whatever
scraps they can find for building materi-
als-potentially even a satellite dish. But,
she told CBC, “I’m not sure if they could
directionally install it in a way that they’d
get a good (reception) of Downton
Abbey.”— AFP

Venice may be famed for Saint
Mark’s Square or the Bridge of
Sighs, but the Italian city has

another jewel that is often overlooked:
its lagoon. Once home to a rich variety
of fish and birds, mankind’s meddling
has raised the water’s salt content dra-
matically.  However, an environmental
project aims to restore it to its former
glory, by introducing more fresh water.
“The idea is to recreate an environment
that has been lost over time, because
rivers were diverted out of the lagoon,”
Rossella Boscolo Brusa, the project’s
leader, told AFP.  The diversions were
done to clean up swampy areas and
combat malaria, said Brusa, a
researcher at the Higher Institute for
Environmental Protection and Research
(Ispra).

But the move had an unforeseen
consequence.

“It led to increasingly salty water
and drop in the number of reeds, a
very precious habitat for protected
species, or species of commercial
interest,” she said. It is peaceful out on
the lagoon-the only noise comes from
the occasional tourist boat or the calls
of a lapwing, sandpiper or egret.
Expert Adriano Sfriso, of the Ca Foscari
University in Venice, said that over half
the lagoon used to be reedbeds and
salt marshes-some 17,000 hectares
(around 42,000 acres). The city’s
Cannaregio district was even named
after the plants-”canna” being the
Italian for “reed”. Today, only 34

hectares remain, he said.

‘Refresh’ 
The reeds tolerate some salinity.

But in the inner part of the lagoon,
where the water should be between
zero and 15 on the salinity scale, it is
30 — not far off the amount found in
seawater.  Dubbed “Life Lagoon
Refresh”, the project, launched in
2017, diverts a freshwater flow from the
Sile River into the lagoon. A man-made
canal, operational since May, allows
the flow of water to be modulated
according to the project’s needs or
high tides. Barriers made of biodegrad-

able coconut fibres contain the fresh
water in the target area and help the
reeds develop.

In total, the project aims to restore
about 20 hectares of reeds, Sfriso said.
Replanters Carlo Marchesi and Adriano
Croitoru meticulously uproot reeds, tak-
ing care not to disturb the birds, before
punting a few kilometers away to
replant the clods. “We’re going to
rebuild the lagoon as our great-grand-
fathers knew it, much richer in fish and
birds,” says Marchesi, 56. Local fisher-
men and bird hunters are also roped in
to help transplant seagrasses that will
speed up the return of aquatic plants.

‘Our world’ 
“The lagoon is our life, our world,”

said Massimo Parravicini, head of the
main amateur fishermen and hunters’
association.  “If we preserve it, we will
be able to enjoy it as much as possi-
ble, and pass it on to our sons,” said
the 58-year old, who regularly volun-
teers with the project, which he
describes as “fundamental to the
ecosystem”. The salinity is continuously
monitored, as is the water quality, veg-
etation and fauna.  A large net is
dragged vertically through the water as
per the seine fishing method.  A team
is tasked with tallying the species.

Some, such as the grass goby, are
protected, while others, including the
sea bream, mullet, flounder or branzi-
no, are important for small-scale fish-
ing, Luca Scapin, also a researcher at
the Ca Foscari University, said. The
project, supported by the European
Commission, also aims to draw birds
such as the purple heron. The results
will be shared with sites with similar
issues, from Hyeres in France, to
Albufera in Spain, and the Nestos Delta
and Porto Lagos in Greece. — AFP

Owner of a valliculture company Carlo Marchesi (left) and his employee Adriano
Croitoru transplant reeds in the Venetian lagoon, as part of a project that aims to
restore its environment by increasing fresh water input, near Venice.

Alessandra Feola and Emanuele Ponis, both researchers at the Higher
Institute for Environmental Protection and Research (Ispra), check the opera-
tion of a probe that measures salinity continuously in the Venetian lagoon.

Owner of a valliculture company Carlo Marchesi (left) and his employee
Adriano Croitoru transplant reeds in the Venetian lagoon. — AFP photos

Researcher at the University of Venice Luca Scapin (left) and owner of the company Laguna
Project Riccardo Fiorin, use a hand held net to collect a sample of fish in the Venetian Lagoon
to monitor the evolution of the species.

Italian fisherman Andrea Salmaso shows small plants of seagrass that are replanted in the
Venetian lagoon.

In this file photo two North American beavers check out a man-made beaver dam in the
new beaver enclosure during a sneak peak of the new American Trail at the Smithsonian
National Zoo. — AFP 


